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Manufacturer-Run, Heavy-Duty Diesel Engine In-Use Testing Program 
Reporting Guidance 

I. 

The purpose of this guidance is to outline procedures for preparing and submitting 
emissions data collected in the Heavy-Duty In-Use Test program. This document will discuss 
the format and timing of results reported to the EPA as well as records required to be maintained. 

11. Background 

EPA published a final rule on June 14,2005, which created a manufacturer-run in-use 
emissions testing program for 2007 and later model year heavy-duty diesel vehicles (with a pilot 
program scheduled to commence in 2005). The testing program requires engine manufacturers 
to assess in-use exhaust emissions from heavy-duty diesel vehicles using portable emissions 
measurement systems during typical operation on the road. Emissions data and other relevant 
information must be submitted periodically to EPA. This guidance is intended to outline a 
standardized, electronic reporting format. Manufacturers that want to use a different format must 
submit a written request with justification. 

Template 

EPA has worked with engine manufacturers to establish a list of reportable data elements 
for several months. EPA met with representatives of the Engine Manufacturers Association 
(EMA) and the California Air Resources Board (CARB) in September 2005, to review and 
finalize data elements. The attached Heavy-Duty In-Use Data Requirements spreadsheet 
(Attachment 1) reflects decisions that were reached during the meeting and minor changes 
discussed in subsequent meetings. The spreadsheet (or template) is organized with separate tabs 
containing program summary, engine family, test results, fuel analyses, rejected vehicle and 
recordkeeping information. 

IV. Data Submission 

A. Electronic File Submittal 

Information submitted by manufacturers of heavy-duty engines as part of the in-use 
testing program comes in two forms. The data acquired from a test will be submitted in a text 
file. This file will include all the different data elements recorded at a frequency of one hertz, 
such as date, time, altitude, power, pollutant concentration, etc. All of the other information will 
be submitted in an XML file. Different sections of the XML schema will cover test program 
information, engine family information, test vehicle information, and test summary information. 

The Agency's goal is to ensure the confidentiality of a manufacturer's confidential 
business information (CBI) while making the in-use test program as transparent and useful to 
others as possible. After carefully considering how to balance these competing interests, we will 
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make the following information publicly available: engine family, model, and rating 
identification; description of test route and test conditions; mass emissions and work performed 
each at a one hertz interval; emissions results (for each valid NTE event); vehicle pass ratio; and 
any other information needed to calculate the summary emissions results and the NTE zone for 
that engine. We will also make available a generic indication as to whether a deficiency or 
limited testing region (LTR) has been encountered for each second of the test (For a more 
complete description of deficiencies and see Section IV. B.). Information that a 
manufacturer may designate as CBI will be safeguarded and withheld from public release by the 
Agency subject to CBI regulations. The Agency does not intend to include second by 
second engine speed and torque with test data that is made publicly available. If the EPA 
receives a request, under the Freedom of Information Act, for manufacturer in-use test records 
that were not previously released, the agency will notify the manufacturer and then make a final 
determination of confidentiality according to 40 CFR 2. 

A manufacturer’s representative must establish an account with EPA’s Central Data 
Exchange (CDX) before submitting any files. CDX is designated channel for accepting 
electronic information. Procedures for establishing an account will be provided. The only tools 
required are an internet connection and a browser. The actual file transmittal process is 
relatively simple. After logging on to one’s account the user selects the VERIFY: IU Testing 
option, and then Upload In-Use Data Sets on the next screen. On the Upload Heavy-Duty Diesel 
In-Use Data From Manufacturer Workstation screen that next appears the user selects the 
Document Submission Type (new or revised), types the directory path and file name or browses 
to select the file under Local File for the file to be uploaded, enters Engine family and Model 
Year applicable to the engine tested and selects the Upload Data Set File button. Only one file 
may be sent at a time. Files may be compressed before transmitting, but only one file per zipped 
file. A message will be sent to the user’s CDX account to indicate whether the file was 
received and validated satisfactorily or what problems were encountered. EPA will send a copy 
of files submitted through CDX to CARB on orphysical bymedia mail. 

B. Deficiencies and Limited Testing Regions 

The Agency may decide that an engine complies with the NTE standards even though the 
Themanufacturer has not met certain “specific requirements” (see 40 CFR 86.007-11 

set of operating conditions under which a manufacturer is not responsible for complying with the 
NTE standards is called a “deficiency.” A deficiency may occur under normal conditions and 
not be acted upon by an emission control strategy, or it may be detected and treated with a 
strategy. Manufacturers describe deficiencies during the certification process and receive 
approval from EPA. 

If a manufacturer seeks to take advantage of the compliance flexibilities that deficiencies 
provide, sufficient data must be collected during in-use testing and provided to EPA so that the 
Agency may independently identify and assess when the conditions of an approved deficiency 
have been met. During certification, the manufacturer must describe all of the parameters used to 
detect a deficiency condition. Additionally, if a deficiency is electronically sensed and actively 
managed, the manufacturer must also describe all of the parameters, threshold values, and 
interactive logic, if any, used to trigger deficiency software. 
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The Agency understands that the data necessary to identify whether deficiencies are 
encountered during in-use testing may not be part of the data stream available to portable 
emission measurement systems (PEMS). In some cases, special equipment “proprietary 
tools”) may be required to extract this data from the Electronic Control Module (ECM). In other 
cases, auxiliary data acquisition and sensing systems may be required to record deficiency 
triggering parameters that are not monitored by the ECM or used for engine control. 
Consequently those parameters will not be part of the data file produced by PEMS. 

Nevertheless, and in addition to other required data, manufacturers will submit to EPA all 
second-by-second data recorded by PEMS during in-use testing, including the data relating to the 
parameters that could potentially activate or deactivate a deficiency. Further, those 
manufacturers that utilize proprietary tools auxiliary data acquisition and sensing systems 
to record deficiency-related data during in-use testing will provide those data as separate files. 
That data will be formatted using stamps that are identical in each file) so that 
EPA can determine how to properly time align records in the supplemental file with records in 
the TXT file. EPA will combine the data from these files when analyzing test data. 

All NTE events will be evaluated during compliance determinations unless sufficient 
deficiency information is provided along with test results to warrant the exclusion of data 
obtained during approved deficiency conditions. EPA anticipates that future technological 
developments could result in this deficiency data available through beginning in 
2010. In any case, any second-by-second test result that a manufacturer claims is associated with 
operation in an approved deficiency must be properly identified as such in the data file submitted 
to EPA. 

In the event that EPA wishes to conduct its own in-use testing, manufacturers will 
provide EPA with any proprietary information tools needed to extract any deficiency 
triggering parameters available from the ECM within 60 days. In addition, engine manufacturers 
are expected to assist EPA with acquiring any other deficiency trigger parameters that are not 
available either through the PEMS or ECM. 

Manufacturers may request approval for a limited testing region (LTR) at the time of 
engine Thecertification. (See 40 CFR LTR is an area of engine speed and 
brake torque under the torque curve of the engine. The area defined must generally be elliptical 
or rectangular, be defined by speed and load, and share a portion of its boundary with one of the 
boundaries of the NTE zone. EPA must be able to independently identify when the engine is 
operating in an LTR so that NTE sampling periods in which operation within an LTR constitutes 
more that 5.0% of the time-weighted operation within the entire sampling period can be excluded 
in making compliance determinations. EPA understands that PEMS will store the criteria for 
LTRs, and identify in the data file those second-by-second records, which are part of the LTR. 

C. Format for Information Submitted for Approval During Certification 

LTRs must be defined and approved at the time of certification. Manufacturers may 
present the LTR graphically as a shaded portion of the NTE Zone. Such visual presentations 
must be accompanied by equations (as a function of load and speed) and intersection points that 
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describe the region. Deficiencies must also be approved at the time of certification. Since 
defining deficient operating conditions is substantially more complicated than EPA will 
work with EMA to develop a standard format to be used in 2007. 

D. Notification for Voluntary Testing and Failures 

In order for EPA to be aware of all testing conducted on designated engine families and 
to prevent a situation where voluntary testing could be used to screen for passing results, 
manufacturers must submit notification describing any voluntary vehicle /engine testing 
conducted with PEMS. Specifically 40 CFR requires that manufacturers inform EPA 
of testing conducted on engines within an EPA-designated engine family between the time the 
family is designated for testing until all of the results associated with that family are reported. 
The notification, to be submitted no later than the final reports, must clearly describe the purpose 
of the voluntary testing and how it is unrelated to the vehicle recruitment, screening, and testing 
conducted under the manufacturer-run, in-use testing program. In addition, manufacturers must 
maintain all test data and other relevant information associated with voluntary testing as 
described in the recordkeeping section below. 

In addition to the vehicle determination to be reported in the NTE Event 
summary section of the template, manufacturers are required to notify EPA “quickly” when 
certain individual vehicles fail the vehicle-pass criteria. Electronic notification is required within 
15 days if initial reviews of test data indicate that three engines in Phase 1 testing have failed to 
comply with the vehicle-pass criteria. Similarly, notification is required within 3 days if the 
initial review of any engine in Phase 2 testing fails the vehicle-pass criteria (40 CFR 

E. Other 

Since neither voluntary testing nor failure notifications are reports that will routinely be 
submitted by all manufacturers, they are not included in the Heavy-Duty In-Use Data 

toRequirements spreadsheet. Instead manufacturers may send notification by 
v .Please note that the attached spreadsheet includes data elements for reporting 

incomplete or invalid tests and rejected vehicles. 

V. Recordkeeping 

Manufacturers are required to maintain certain records as outlined in 40 CFR 86.1925 for 
five years after testing for a selected family is completed. Recordkeeping items include: a copy 
of the report that is submitted to EPA, the procurement and vehicle selection process, pre-test 
maintenance and adjustments. In addition, during the September 2005 
meeting, agreement was reached to move several reportable items to the recordkeeping tab of the 
template. Those items should be maintained with the regulatory required records for five years. 

VI. Report Submission Timing 

For the 2005 pilot program, EPA will delay the start of the 18-month testing and 
reporting period until the issuance of this guidance. Engine family selections for the 2006 pilot 
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and the 2007 enforceable in-use testing programs will be made in December of each year. 
Selections for the 2008 program will be made in October of 2008. The Agency will typically 
make designations for subsequent test programs by June 30 of each calendar year. Results of 
testing will be due 18 months after manufacturers are notified of engine family designations as 
required by the provisions of 40 CFR except for 2007. For the first year of the fully 
enforceable program, an additional 6 months will be granted for testing to be completed and 
reported. Manufacturers may submit reports for individual engine families within 30 days after 
the test is completed, or include them in reports submitted 30 days after the end of each quarter. 
When submitting quarterly reports, only include tests completed in the previous quarter. As 
described in Section IV. D., more immediate notification is required when initial reviews of data 
indicate that engines have failed to comply with the vehicle-pass criteria. 
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An indication of whether tester drained the the 

vehicle and filled the tank with some other lud 


For a vehicle retained in the program the 

circumstances surrounding and any actions taken to dram 


and refill the vehicle's fuel tanks to a 
problem 


A including manufacturer name and 
name of any additives used in the test 

The amount in ounces per gallon of additives. ifany. used in 

the fuel 


The estimated minimum pounds of truck, trailer. 

and load 


The estimated maximum in the truck, 

trailer. and load 


The correction factor which adjusts the NTE standard 


Allowed values N .not 
drained and refilled. -
tank was drained and 
refilled upon vehicle's 

acceptance in the 
program as standard 

(analysis not 
required). C - tank was 

Once per test Y 
drained and refilledlo 
correct a misfueling 

situation beforetesting. 
F - tank was drained 

and refilledalter 
vehicle failed a test 

(fuel sample analysis 
required). of 

C or F leads to fuel 
analyses section 

Once per test Y Additives used NA

Once per test 
if additive 

Once per test Y 56380 

Once per test Y 21554 

Once per vehicle Y 

stipulation
~~ 

Once per vehide Y 	 Submit for each vehicle due to W7-1 0 01 
~ 

Once before each lest Y 

Once before each test Y. used 

Once before each lest Y 

Once beloreeach Y, ifused 

Once beloreeach Y. if used 
~ - _ _ 

Once before each test ifused Either checks or NO 
checksareexpected ~~ _ 

Once before each test ifused Either checks or NO 
~ checks are 

Once before each test Y. if used Either checks or NO 

Once before each test Y 

Once beforeeach test Y 

Once beforeeach test Y, ifused 

Margin 
THC Zero 

339 Check - Before THCL_Ck-BT 
_ Test 

CH4 Zero 
340 Check - Before 

Test 
CO Zero 

341 Check - Before COI_Ck-BT 
Test 

C02 Zero 
342 Check - Before C022_Ck_BT 

Test 

343 02LZ_Ck_BT 
.Before Test 

NO Zero 
Check - Before 

Zero 
345 Check. Before N02_Z_Ck-BT 

Test 
Zero 

346 Check . - Before NOx_Z_CkBT 

PM Zero 
347 Check - Before PMI_Ck_BT 

Record THC response to zero gas before the test Reading 
in ppm 

Record response to zero gas before the test Reading 
is in 

Record CO response lo zero gas before test Reading 
in percent 

Record response to zero gas beforethe test 
in percent 

Record 0 2  response lo zero gas before test 
in percent 

Record NO response to zero gas beforethe test Reading 

Record response to zero gas before the test Reading 
is 

Record response lo zero gas before the test Reading 
is in ppm 

Record PM response to zero gas beforethe test Reading 

85 



--- 

-- 

CO Span 

Test 
Span 

Test 
0 2  Span 

Test 
NO Span 

Check. Before 

351 Check - Before 

352 Check - Before 

353 Check. Before 

358 

359 

Test 
Span 

Check - Before 
Test 
Span 

Check. 
Test 

PM Span 
Check -

Test 
THC Zero 
Check -
Penodic 

CH4 Zero 
Check -
Penodtc 
CO Zero 
Check -
Penodic 

C02 Zero 
Check -
Penodic 

0 2  Zero Check 
- Penodic 

NO Zero 
Check -
Penodic 

Zero 
Check 

- Penodic 
Zero 

Check 
- Penodtc 

365 

THC Zero 

Test 
CH4 Zero 

Test 
CO Zero 

~ 

366 Check- After 

367 Check-After 
~

368 Check-After 
~~ Test 

C02 Zero 
369 Check - After 

Test 

After Test 

NO Zero 

Test 
Zero 

Test 
Zero 

Test 
PM Zero 

~~ 

370 02Zero Check 

- - ~  

371 Check - After 
~ ~~ 

372 Check- After 
~~ ~~ 

Check-Mer 

374 Check. After 

RecordCO response to span gas before the test Reading 
in percent 

RecordC02 response to span gas before the test Reading 
is in percent 

Record 0 2  response to span gas before the test Reading 
percent 

RecordNO response to span gas before the test Reading 

Record response to span gas before the test Reading 
in ppm 

Record response lo span gas before the test Reading 
is in ppm 

Record PM response to span gas before the test Reading 

Record THC response to zero gas 
test Reading in ppm 

RecordCH4 response to zero gas determined 
during the test Reading in ppm 

Record CO response to zero gas determined
dunng the test Reading in percent 

Record C02 response to zero gas 
during the test Reading in percent 

Record02 response to zero gas determined penodicaily 
dunng the test Reading is in percent 

Record NO responseto zero gas determined 
during the test Reading in 

Record response to zero gas determined 
dunng the test in 

Record response to zero gas determined penodmlly 
during the test Reading is ppm 

Record PM resoonse to zero oas determined 

Once before each test 

Once beforeeach test 

Once before each test 

Once before each test 

Once before each test 

Once before each test 

Once before each test 

Repeat as necessary 
frequency oncehour 

Repeat as necessary 
frequency 

Repeat as necessary Expected 
frequency is oncehour 

Repeat as necessary 
frequency 

Repeat as necessary 
frequency is oncehour 

Repeat as necessary Expected 
frequency is 

Repeat as necessary 
frequency is 

Repeat as necessary Expected 
frequency oncehour 

during the test Reading is in 

Record THC response to zero gas the test Reading 

Record CH4 response to zero gas after the test Reading 

Record CO response lo zero gas after the lest Reading 
percent 

Record C02 response to zero gas after the test Reading 
in percent 

Record 02  response to zero gas after test Reading in 
percent 

Record NO response to zero gas after the test Reading in 

Record response to zero gas after the test Reading 
in 

Record response to zero gas after the test Reading 

Record PM response to gas after the test Reading in 

as necessary Expected 

Once after each test 

Once after each test 

Once after each test 

Once after each test 

Once after each test 

Once after each test 

Once after each test 

Once after each test 

Once after each test 

Y 

Y, ifused 

Y. ifused 

Y. if used 

Y, if used 

if used 

Y 

Y 

Y, ifused 

Y 

i f used 

Y, if  used 

ifused 

ifused 

Y, if used 

Y 

Y 

used 

Y 

used 

Y. Ifused 

Y. used 

ifused 

Y. If used 

Y 

~ ~ ~~~ 

Either checks or NO 

Either checks or NO 
checks ~-

Either checks or NO 
are expected 

~~ 

~ 

Either checks or NO 

Either checks or NO 
checks are expected ~ 

Either checks or NO 
checks are expected 

~-~ 

P - -~~ 

Either checks or NO 
~ ~ ~ 

Either checks or NO 
are 

Either checks or NO 

~~ 

P~ 



-- 

- -  

---- 

-- 

--- 

Repeal asneeded 

703 

1065 703 

1065 703 

1065.703 

1065 703 

1065 703 

Repeat as

Repeatths and the data 

THC Span 
375 Check - After 

Test 
CH4 Span 

376 Check - After 
Test -

CO Span 
Check - After 

Test 
Span 

378 Check - After 
Test 

02Span 
379 Check -

Test 
NO Span 

Check - After 
Test 

Span 
381 Check - After 

Test 
Span 

Check - After 
Test 

PM Span 
Check - After 

Test 

Record THC response to span gas after the test s 

Record CH4 response to span gas after test Reading 

Record CO response to span gas after test Reading IS 

in percent 

Record C02 response to span gas alter the test Reading 
in percent 

Record 02 response to span gas alter test is in 
percent 

Record NO response to span gas after test Reading is 
in ppm 

Record NO2 response to span gas lhe test Reading is 
in ppm 

Record response to span gas after the test Readmg is 

Record PM response lo span gas after lhe test Reading is m 

Once aner each test Y 

Once after each test used 

Once each test Y 

Once each test used 

Once each test used 

Once each lest Y. used 

Once after each test used 

Once after test if  used 

Supplemental Information, submitted as needed 

- - -~- ~ 

Cetane 

Number Cetane-No ASTM Method No 

~ ~ -~ ~ - - -- _ _  

9 

Percent 

I 

Percent 

12 
Percent 

13 DistillationEP 

~ 

, 

ASTM Test Method No in degrees F 
- - - ~ - -

ASTM Test Method No in degrees F 

~~ -

ASTM Test Method No 86, indegrees F 
- ~ 

ASTM Test No in degree F 
_ 

ASTM Test Method No in degrees F 
- -

14 Gravity Gravity ASTM Test Method No 287, m degrees API 
~ ~~ -+-- I 

15 Sulfur Sulfur ASTM Test Method No in per 
~ _ 

HC ASTM Test No 5186. in per cent 
- - - -

17 ASTM Test Method No 93. in degrees F 
_ -

18 viscosity 
' 

ASTM Test Method No 445, in 
~~ - - 

Once per sample 

Once per sample 

Once per sample 

Once per sample 
-~ 

Once per sample 

Once per sample 
- - - ~  

Once per sample 

Once per sample 

Once per sample 

Once per sample 

taken 
if fuel 

samples were 
taken 

fuel 
were 

taken 
fuel 

samples were 
taken 

fuel 
samples were

taken 
fuel 

samples were 
taken 

fuel 
samples were 

taken 
fuel 

samples were 
taken 

samples were 
taken 

samples were 
taken

If 
samples were 

taken 

--

I

Once after each test Y 

fuel 
Once per sample samples were 

nlormabon 
The code recorded by lhe 

20 ECM in memory when lhe ECM senses a 
is specifiedto be one in a Code is la 

p e r  each 
per code was 

be discovered 

EMD Code A this code and the and Once per each EMWOBD 
21 EMD-Code-Desc vehicle operating at the bme the code was set per code was 



22 EMD_Code_Act A descriptionof the action taken to address this Once per each code 
Actions code. per vehicle code was 

discovered 

86 

4 b 1hz data to be Submitted after each test 

Vehicle Test Results _ 

Identifying information to tie 1hz  data to other files 
Once per engine family (would 
apply to every vehicle tested lor 

that engine family) 
The identifier assigned per 150 Engine Family Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

For file 86 

ABC 

-300 - 10,000 

35 

56 

case letter! 
Must be 
later man 

YYWMMDD August
Note the date of the letter fmm EPA in which this engine 

family was selected to be tested in use. 
Once per pmgram file 86 For file identification 

For file identification Retain if needed for 
ID. 

For file identification Retain needed for 86,1920(b)(4)(,)
ID 

I51 Date Selected Date-Selected 
earlier 
current 
date 

No lower 
case letter 
Unique for 
this Eng 
Family + 

ted + 

~~ 

The 3-letter code assigned to each manufacturer EPA
certified engines that engine family) 

152 Manufacturer 
Code 

Once per testThe unique test number assigned by manufacturer.This 
numbercombined with the must be unique153 Test Number Test-Number 

Data 

The Local time (real clock time. not test time) corresponding 
to each record in the 1 file, correctedfor sample Once per second. for each road 
time so that test time the moment the emissions test 

were sampled in the flowmeter 

86.1

86 

337 

The altitude in feet above sea level 
Once per second, for each road 

testAltitude 

156 Latitude 

157 Longitude 

Distance 

Altitude 

Lat 
Once per second, lor each data 

file for each road test)North latitude in degrees at this second 

Once per second, for each data 
file for each road test)West longitude in degrees at this second 

The distance covered dunng the previous second of the mad Once per second, for each data 
test, in feet file for each mad test) 

The vehicle speed over the previous second of the road Once per second, for each road 
test ( in mph) test 

The amount in percent total accelerator pedal position Once per second, lor each road 
over the previous second dunng the road test test 

Torque produced by the engine over previous second in Once per second, lor each road 

The engine speed over the previoussecond 01 the road test. Once per second, for each road 
test 

Distance 

175 IMT 

Throffle
Percent 

86.1

86 

162 Torque Output 

163 RPM RPM 

ECT 

in test 
Once per second. lor each road 

test 
The temperature of the engine over the previous 

second 01 the road test in degrees F 
86 ECT 

Engme coolant temperature by [ne reiattonshjp 
Detween it ana akolute ma le  manilola pressure shown in 

86 1370 2007(1) in degrees F lor EGR engines 

Once per second' loreach road 
test 

[86 165 ECTEGR 

Once per second, lor each road 
test 

Once per second, each road 
test 

Ambient air temperature, in degrees F 

Calculated maximum temperature. lor altitude. for 
the NTE zone over the previous second In degrees F 

Ambient 
167 

Temp-Amb 86 

Calculated 

Ambient 
Temperature 

Ambient 
170 Pressure 

Ambient 
172 

Temperature 
Ambient 

174 Humidity 

169 Maximum NTE 

86 

86.1

86 

Ambient barometnc pressure, in inches of Hg Once per second' loreach road 
testPress-Amb 

Ambient temperature over the previous second. in Once per second, for each road 
degrees F test 

humidity 01 the air over the previous Once per second. lor each road 
second in grains per pound of dry air test 

The temperature in degrees F 01 the air imide the Once per second, each road 

r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v ~ e P , t ~ ~ 



176 

177 Absolute IMP 

Exhaust 
178 

Exhaust 

Exhaust 

Temperature 

Exhaust 
189 

Temperature 

202 Raw Exhaust 
Flow Rate 

Exhaust Flow 
Rate 

THC 
Concentration 

NMHC 
'07 Concentration 

CH4 
'08 Concentration 

co 
'09 Concentration 

'lo Concentration 

02  
Concentration 

'12 Concentration 

PM 
'13 Concentration 

214 
Second 

215 
per Second 

216 CH4 Mass per 
Second 

217 
Second 

218 Mass per 
Second 

219 
Second 

220 Mass per 
Second 

221 PM 
Second 

222 MPG 

223 BSFC 

224 HP 

225 

Oexhl 

Intake manifold temperature limit defined by the relationship 
between and absolute intake manilold pressure shown in 

86 in degrees F for EGR engines 

Once per second' lor each road Y [86 
test 

The pressurein bars inside the intake manifold Once per loreach road Y 86 
test 

Once per second' lor each road 
test 

Once per second. for each road 
test 

For an annubar type system the differential pressure reading 
from a pressure transducer connected to the annubar. in 

inches water 
For an annubar type system the static pressureinside the 

flow pipe, in inches Hg 

Y [86 

These an annubar 1920(b)(4)(xii), 

The temperature in degrees F of the exhaust insidethe flow Once per second. for each road These an annubar 186 920(b)(4)(mi)l
test 

Exhaust aftertreatment temperature over the previous 
second measured within 12 inches of after treatment outlet 
For multi-bedsystems measure at the outlet of the device 

with the maximum Row In degrees F 

flow meter or flow device over the previous second of the 
road test based on flow meter calibration.in cfm 

Flow rates of exhaust throughthe flow meter at standard 
conditions over the previous second the road test based 
on flow meter calibrahon for standardtemperature 

and pressure, in 

Once per second. lor each road 
test 

The calculated, uncorrectedflow rate of exhaust through the Once per second, lor each 

test 

Once per second, for each road 
test 

Total hydrocarbon concentration in parts per millionover the 
previous of the road test This is a raw (uncorrected) Once per second' 'Or each road 

reading 
Nonmethane concentration in parts per million Once per second, for each road 

testover the previous second of the road test This is a raw 
(uncorrected) reading 

Methane concentrationin parts per million over the previous Once per second, for each road 
second of the road test This is a raw (uncorrected) reading test 

test 

The Carbon Monoxide (CO) concentrationin over the 

reading 
The Carbon Dioxide concentrationin %over 

readina 

The Oxygen (02) concentrationin Over the previous 
second of road test This is a raw (uncorrected) reading 

previous second the road test This is a raw (uncorrected) Once per second' loreach road 

previous second 01 the road test This is a raw (uncorrected) Once per second' lor each roadtest 

Once per second, for each road 
test 

test 

The Oxides of Nitrogen concentrationin ppm over the 
second the road test IS a raw (uncorrected) Once per loreach road 

reading 
The Particulate Matter (PM) measurement in over the 

previous secondof the road test This IS a raw (uncorrected) Once per second' lor each road 
readina 

Total hydrocarbon mass emitted over the previous second 
the road test in grams 

Nonmethanelhydrocarbonmass emitted over the previous 
secondof the roadtest in grams 

Methane mass emitted over the previous second the road 
test in grams i f  used to measure NMHC 

Carbon Monoxide mass emitted over the previous second 
the road test in grams 

Carbon Dioxide mass emitted over the previous second of 
the road test in grams 

Oxygen mass emitted over the previous second of the road 
test in grams 

Oxides Nitrogenmass emitted over the previous second 
the road test in grams 

Particulate Matter mass emitted Over the previous second Of 
the road test in grams 

The fuel economy in miles per gallon over the previous 
second of the road test 

test 

Once per second for each road 
test 

Once per second for each road 
test 

Once per second for each road 
test 

Once per second for each road 
test 

Once per second for each road 
test 

Once per second for each road 
test 

Once per second for each road 
test 

Once per second for each road 
test 

Once per second for each road 
test 

if installed 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y, used 

Y 

Ifused 

used 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

if used 

Y 

Y. used 

used 

Y 

Y 

Y 

The Brake Specific Fuel Consumption, fuel flow (in 
hr) over the previous second of the road test Provided by 

ECM or by carbon balance equation. 

Once per second lor each road 
test 

Y 

The calculatedpower in horsepower produced by the Once per second for each road 
over the previous second the road test test 

Total hydrocarbon mass per unit work over the 
second the road test correctedfor zero and Once per Second loreach road Y 

Evaluated as to whether it invalidates the 
NTE Event 

86.1

86.1

86 

88.1

or 0 2  86 
~~ 

86 

What will the standard units be for 
PM data measured via 

Unneeded? Direct measurement? 
86 

86 

86 

86 

86 

86 

86 

86 

May not be able to measure on a one 
basis 

[86 

86 

86 



-- 

--- 

226 

02-work 

Nonmelhane hydrocarbonmass per unit work over 
the previous second the mad test corrected for zem 

span grams per brake horsepower hour 
Methane mass emined per unit work over the 

second 01 the road test corrected lor zem and span dntt in 
grams per brake horsepower hour 

Carbon monoxide mass emitted per unit work over the 
previous second the road test corrected for zero and span Once per second lor each road 

in grams per brake horsepower hour 
Carbon dioxide mass emitted per unit work 
second road test corrected zem span dntt 

grams per brake horsepower hour 
Oxygen mass emitted per work over the previous 

of the road test corrected lor and span in 
grams per brake horsepower-hour 

The oxides nitrogen mass per unit work the 

in grams per brake horsepower hour 

onceper second lor each road 
test 

Once per second lor each road 
test 

test 

Once per second lor each 
test 

Once per second lor each road 
test 

previous second 01 the road test corrected for zero span Once second lor each road
test 

Y 

used 

Y 

i f used 

used 

86

86

227 

228 cowork 

230 

23, Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

86

NOX Work 
232 

Oxides of mass emitted per unit work over 
previous second of the mad test adjusted lor 

correction in grams per brake horsepower-hwr 

Once per second lor each road 
test. 

NOX Work 
233 

Humidity and 
Temperature 

Oxides of nitrogen mass emined per unit work over the 
previous second of the mad test adjusted lor humidity AND 
temperature in grams per brake horsepower-hour. 

Once per second loreach 
test. 

The particulate mass emitted per unit work over the 

dntt in grams per brake horsepower-hour 
previous of the road test corrected for zero and span Once per second lor each

test
Work Initial 

Particulate mass emitted per unit work over the 
second of the road test adjusted for 

correction grams per brake 

Once per second loreach 86

An indication. if available. whether an 

1587.1708, or 2284 as appmpnate values yes, 
no 

Once per second lor each road 
test 

I -~ 

236 

An indication. whether signal from the 
ECM to initiate a regenerationevent was sent over the 

previous second Permittedvalues yes. no 
Once per loreach road 

testRegen-Signal 

LTR 

Indicator 
i Encountered 

An indication 01whether engine was operatingin a 
limitedtesting region or not during the previous 

Once per Second lor each 
test 

Fed Reg 
No 113. N

approved was not operating under an 
approved or readings were not or 
data were not evaluated to determine whether the 

operated in a the previous second If 
exclusions records are claimed based on operation in a 

Once Per Second lor each road 
test 

An indication 01 whether the analyzer was performing a 
periodic check yes. lhe data recordedat 

are lor NTE calculations 

Once per second loreach 
test 

Indicator 
~ Encountered 

Zem Check 
~ Indicator 

Test Summary 
EventsData 

239 
Number 

Repeat next 12 as for each NTE event 

86 Consecutivenumber this NTE event (e g , 3, ) Once per NTE event 

Once per NTE eventStart time of this NTE event First second in the event240 
Start Time 86



no negative 
numbers. 
no 
Later 
or equal to 
DE 1273 
plus DE 

1 to 

no 
numbers. 
no 
no negabve 
numbers. 
no 
no negahve 
numbers, 
no 
no 
numbers. 
no 
no 
numbers. 
no 
no 
numbers, 
no 
no 
numbers. 
no 

~~ -

~

~ -~ 

30 to 

30 lo 

30 to 

30 to 

30 to 

30 to 

241 
Stop Time 

End time this NTE event Last second theevent Once NTE event Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

-

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

HHMMSS S 

NTE Event 
242 Measured 

Time 

2u 

THC 
246 

Total number seconds in this NTE event (NTEE -
+ 1) 30 

Total number seconds in this NTE event to be 
measured 600 seconds. or 10 times NTEE 

is shorter 

The integrated total results as 
calculated lor current NTE event in 

The integrated as 
calculated lor current NTE event in 

The integrated monoxideemission results 
calculated lor current NTE event in 

The integrated oxides nitrogen emission results as 
calculated lor current NTE event in 

NTEE 

Once per NTE event 

Once per NTE event 

Once per NTE event 

per NTE event 

per NTE event 

Once per NTE event 

per NTE event 

per NTE event 

Once per NTE event 

86.1

86.1

247 

248 
-~ 

249 

250 
-

251 

252 

Event 

Average 
NTE Event 

CO Average 
over NTE 

Event 
Average 

over NTE 
Event 

PM Average 
over NTE 

Event 
Average 

over NTE 
Event 

0 2  
over 

NMHC 

The integrated particulate emission results as 
calculated lor wrrent event in 

The integratedcarbon dioxide emission results as
lor current NTE event in 

m e  integrated oxygen emission results as 
current NTE event in 

Event 

254 
Pass Ratio 

The vehicle pass ratio as per regulation lor NMHC 

The vehicle pass ratio as per CO 

The vehicle pass ratio as per regulationlor 

- ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ 

Once per test

CO -
Pass 
PM 

Once per test ~ ~256 

260 

-~ 

Once per test 

The vehicle pass ratio as per regulation lor Once per test
Pass 
NMHC NTE NMHc-NTEE_TOI weylhted Sum weighted NTEE times valid NMHC 
Events

l ime 

E G l L  m-mEE-Tow-wemed Ti 

Nox NTEE-TotalWa~d_ Sum weighted NTEE times lor valid readings (Sun 
NTEE Duration) Becomes the VPR 

seconds 
Sum of weighted NTEE times lor valid readings (Sun

Events P(I-NTEE-TowW*d-Ti Becomes the VPR 
seconds 

whether me vehicle passed or faded test, and 
it failed whether it the 90% VPR cntenon. the 
threshold limit cntenon. or for the 2 0 

any pollutant's VPR did not meet a the 
tailed 

The shortest measured time all valid in 
(Greater than or equal to 30 seconds 

The duration in seconds of the longest NTE event m 
whole test, in seconds Non-weightedtime Max 

Becomes the VPR denominator. 
seconds 

Sum weighted NTEE times lor valid CO readings (Sum 
Becomes the VPR denominator,in 

seconds me
Waghted 

Time
Tim 

NTE 

Weighted 
me 

veh Pass Fador 

NTE Event 

Measured 
Time 

NTE 

~n-Measured lime 

Max-NTEE

333 

Once per test 

Once per test 

Once per test 

per test

287 

262 

Once per 

Once per  test 

Once per test 

Once per test 

Once per test 

263 

Date at the Start of the record (lint 1
test 

Time at the start of me fint record (lint of 1

272 

273 Test Test Time a,.... 
86.1 

YYYYMMDD 

HHMMSS S 



Once per test274 Shift Days in Y 

275 Test Duration The length the test in seconds Once per test Y 
277 Non Test Tlme-Non-ldle The number of seconds non-idle (Idle IS defined Y 

TeStLShlnLDays 
The number shift-days (periodof a normalworkday for an 

individualemployee) over which this file was gatheredTest 

Once per test 
as engine at idle speed zero torque)Time 

A of the results 01 any diagnosis on a 
288 after Test after the truck failed a road test Enter null ifthis Once per test Y 

289 Test Program Test-ProgLPhase The program phase under which this engine family was 

Any comments the may want to make about this 
section295 Comments 

Failure was completed 

Phase tested values Phase Phase 2 
Test 

Once per test 

Once per test YComments-Test 

Portable Device(PD) Description 

1.2 

A. 

Device Once per unit Y The name the manufacturerwho made the portable 
device 

Manufacturer 

The designation the portabledevice Once per unitPortable 

Portable 

Number 

297 

298 The number the device Once per unit Y 

Y 

A.20 

Once per unit Y any changes made to the portabledevice from its 
configuration at the 01 purchase, as necessary 

Portable 
327 Device 

Changes 
PD-Change 



~~~~ -~ ~ -~ - -~ -~ ~ 

. General program information ~ 

2 is format To be quarterly or as required 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

This is requredfor vehicles that passedthrough the initial screening but were then rejected for testing It not apply to vehicles screened but tested because other vehicles filled the quota

Data Element Name 

Vehicle 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

37 

Vehicle 
Manufacturer 

Vehicle 

Year 

Vehicle 
ldentifcation 

Number 

Vehicle Type 

Engine Model 

Engine Code 

Engine Serial 
Number 

Engine 
Displacement 

Engine Build 
Date 

VIN 

Data Element Definition Freauency Comments Rea Reference 
if any vehicles 

were reiected as necessary 
The name of the vehicle manufacturer 

The vehicle 

The year the vehicle was built by the 
manufacturer 

The Vehicle ldentifcationNumber (VIN) 
or printedon the label to 

the vehicle's dashboard 
The vehicle type as by its use 
For example-delivery line haul, or dump 

Manufacturerdesignation for engine 
which share basic design 

e same basic long block 
design) 

A designation which identifiesa specific 
configurationor other 

combination of which define the 
engine 

The unique designation stamped the 
engine and used identifyand track the 

specificengine 
The volume swept by the piston 

stroke, times the number of cylinders, in 
liters 

The build date identifiedon the engine or 
the emissions label 

Once per rejected 
vehicle 

Once per rejected 
vehicle 

Once per rejected 
vehicle 

Once per rejected 
vehicle 

Once per rejected 
vehicle 

Once per rejected 
vehicle 

Once per rejected 
vehicle 

Once per rejected 
vehicle 

Once per rejected 
vehicle 

Once per rejected 
vehicle 

Y, any vehicles 
were rejected 

Y, if any vehicles 
were rejected 

Y, ifany vehicles 
were rejected 

ifany vehicles 
were rejected 

if any vehicles 

were Provide SCC codes 

if any vehicles 
were rejected 

Y, if any vehicles 
were rejected 

Y, ifany vehicles 
were rejected 

Y. i f  any vehicles 
were rejected 

Y. ifany vehicles 
were rejected 

(86 

(86 

(86 

(86 

(86 

(86 

(86 

(86 

Reason 
Rejected

38 

39 

Reject-Reason 

Reject-ExplanRejection 
Explanation 

If fill fuel 
analyses 7, fill 

during screening. vehicle were rejected EMD info If 8, 
fill out MIL info. 

The reason a was rejected Once per rejected if any vehicles 

Furtherexplain the cause of the vehicle's Once per rejected ifany vehicles 
rejection. if information is available. vehicle were rejected 

86 

86.1

2005 

UEJD 

truck 

3 

4 

38354 

1 -
2 Atypical usage 

3 Improper 
maintenance 4 

Tampered or 
rebuilt 5 

6 EMD 
7 MIL 8 
much idle 9 

Exceeded useful 
life 10 

for PEMS 

A.15 

A.10 

Validation 

numbers 

later 
-~ 

No lower case letters 

none 
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General program summary 

Element Plain Enalish 
Number Data Element Name Reference Data Element Definition Freauency 

Engine Family being tested - - Once perprogram -~ -

Date Selected - engine family was selected to be tested , - -

Note the date of the letter from EPA in which this 
Date 

Number of 

Number of companies Once - -

Number of 
States Number of different states searched in this per program ~ -

- - 4 
Number of 

I 131 

139 
140 

~ 

278 
+~ 

Companies Number of companiesthat provided vehicles for this 

;Tentative test schedule for testing the famly (e g ,

Any comments you may want to make 

~ ~- Once per (-Id tested -
1

Comments -
,section - - -

Number of Dnve 

Number of 

Exhaust 

vehicles to be tested in Summer - - Once per program - +  - - - -
~ 

~ 

Wheels- - - Y ECM - -
- -

The number of on the vehicle per vehicle 
The number of forwardgears available in the 

exhaust pipe outer diameter at the of the 

of anything have to installbetween 
the tailpipe and the flowmeter in order to have an 

/An indicationof whether or not the has been 
physically or upgradedin any way 

has been changed in any way from Its 
yes, no 

Yes to above, a T--

the fuel used for the '-
Once per test 

Blend -+n that is based lo-per test 
A bnef description of where the lest fuelcame from if 
!the manufacturer drainedthe fuel and filled 

~ -~ Forward Gears~ transmission ~- - -

per vehicle - - . -67NvL!?l +-Diameter exhaust in mm 

Flowmeter 
Hardware installation -

-

-~~- ~ - -Y 
- -

~-

IA.1 
' 

Engine ~ ~ -

~ t -Date IT? date of any made to the engine vehicle -

on -- -

~

-- engine a- -, 
Mod-Desc if available OnceP!!E!!de - - -

T-i--

2 20  or -lALl 
IN(=- - -Y 

Y ++'-
* -~ 

I ~ 

t - ? - I?. ~ source - New Fu!New-fuel-Source ~ ~ tank per test---
amount of time in seconds between when 

emissions are sampled and when the THC analyzer 
the concentration of gases once ' Y  e also knownas 'data - _ j  

The amount of time in seconds between 
emissions are sampled and when the NMHC analyzer 

of gases per test ~ , 

Time - -- -~~ _ _  1p 

_____--

'emissionsare sampled and when the analyzer 
5 records gases per test also as y -

'The amount of time in seconds between when 

' 281 - CO'Dela&Time-CO -

-

_ _  

~ 283 ,Delay Time - 0 2  t 

Delay Time - PM 284 

285 Delay Time -
Normal 



are sampled and when the CO analyzer 
records the of gases per test :y - - ~ - - 5 . -

The amount of time in seconds between when 
emissions are sampled and when the C02 analyzer I 
records the concentration gases - Y - known as 'data JC6S + 

-'The amount of time in seconds between when 
lemissions are sampled and when the 0 2  analyzer 

amount of time in seconds between when 
emissions are sampled and when the PM analyzer 
records the concentration of gases test Y This is also known as 'data 5 

emissions are sampled and when the CH4 analyzer 
'recordsthe concentration of gases test y  - This is also known as data 5 

Note anv unusual events inconsistent 

the concentration of- -ILce per test Y The also-known as ; 
between -

&- -

A, 86 Differences with normal operation and use Once per test Y 

+ 

~-


